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Motivation

Questions when carrying out traffic conflict 

studies:

Which indicator(s) to use?

Thresholds?

Why not asking the traffic safety experts?

→ Delphi Method



Delphi Method

Group of experts (often 15-20) give opinion on a 

specific topic

Anonymous

Multiple rounds

Summary of responses from the previous round

Assessment continues until the experts have 

reached consensus regarding an answer and 

that their answers do not change from one round 

to another (= stability criteria)



Case

2 intersections (urban + rural)

Few accidents during a period of 10 years



~1 month of video recordings per site

RUBA watchdog

50 events selected for assessment in 

a Delphi study

Identifying

potential 

conflicts



Participants

9 participants (traffic safety experts)

On average, the panellists have worked with 

traffic safety for 15.9 years (SD: 9.8 years)

Some were road safety auditors

Some had previous experience with conflict 

studies



Traffic conflicts
Info to part ic ipants

A traffic conflict is an event with a potential 

of resulting in an accident because the two

involved road users are so close to each

other that a collision could have happened

Followed by some examples, e.g.

Late interaction

Evasive manoeuvre

Close to each other but no visible reaction

…



Delphi Method for 

conflict study

Watch potential conflict

Assess whether the event was..

Serious conflict

Minor conflict

No conflict

Option to describe why they selected 

specific category – or if they were in doubt



Example of 

video



Procedure

Consensus criteria

At least to thirds (6 out of 9) agreed on 

classifying the event as conflict or no conflict

Severity of conflict based on majority

classification

Stability criteria

Group opinion remained the same (i.e. ‘conflict’ 

or ‘no conflict’) between two consecutive rounds



Results

Urban: 17 traffic conflicts

Rural: 6 traffic conflicts



Experiences

Advantages

Inclusion of other aspects than in traditional traffic 

conflict study

Information on what experts base their 

assessments on

Disadvantages

Drop out

Time consuming



Online Delphi-

like study

2 trials (4 + 5 participants)

Adobe Connect

2 hours

10 events (conflicts + normal interactions)

MSc thesis project by 

Brit Hermansen & Niklas Lønstrup, AAU



Procedure

All participants meet in Adobe Connect for 

brief description of procedure

Participants receive video clips + questions

and log off

Work 30 min individually with watching videos 

+ answering questions

Online discussion

Vote in Adobe Connect (no conflict, less

severe conflict, serious conflict)

Video clip no. 1:

Describe your immediate thoughts

about the situation on the video clip

When watching the video clip, what do 

you identify yourself as? 

(mark with an x)

Observer: Pedestrian: Car 

driver:

What do you particularly notice

regarding the traffic situation? Describe

e.g. the parties involved.

Select the type of event (mark with an 

x) and give reasons for your choice:

No 

conflict:

Less severe

conflict:

Serious conflict:

Reason:



Experiences

Group composition important – some people

may dominate the discussions

Technical challenges

Long time spent on watching videos individually

(30 min for 10 videos, partly due to downloading

of videos)

Much information and input from group of 

experts in short time



Thank you for l istening!

Moving on to the discussion →



Discussion

Have you used the Delphi Method?

Advantages and disadvantages of the method

Is the Delphi Method relevant to use for e.g. identifying traffic conflicts?

Are there other areas within (your) traffic safety research where this method could potentially be used?

How can the Delphi Method be improved/modified?


